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Road Planning for Slums via 
Deep Reinforcement Learning

Poor accessibility: internal places not connected to external road systems
Ø Unreachable by vehicles: ambulance, fire fighting trucks, …
Ø Undeliverable services: piped service of water and sanitation

Road Planning for Slums

Road Planning for Slums as a Sequencial Decision Making Problem

A Deep Reinforcement Learning Model with Graph Neural Networks

Solving the Problem from Topology instead of Geometry

Generated road plans and their corresponding travel distance

inadequate road infrastructure  ->  severe problems in public health, environment, etc.

Goals:
Ø To deliver basic services: grow a minimal road network, making all places 

connected to roads (universal connectivity)
Ø To promote internal transportation: plan more roads to reduce travel distance

Constraints:
Ø To minimize disruption: new roads are not allowed to pass through the middle of 

places, thus the candidate locations are restricted to the spacing between places
Ø Each planned road segment also has a corresponding construction cost.

Stage I: achieve universal connectivity
Stage II: reduce travel distance
At each step: one road segment is planned at a specific location

road planning: selecting edges on a dynamic graph

Ø construct a planar graph based on the original geometrical descriptions
Ø polygons (places) -> faces
Ø segments (roads/spacing) -> edges
Ø junctions -> nodes

Input: a planar surface 𝑈 with external boundary 𝐸, a collection of polygons 𝑃, a 
collection of segments 𝑆 with their corresponding cost 𝐶, the road planning budget 𝐾
Output: A subset 𝑅 of size 𝐾 from 𝑆 for construction as roads
Objectives:
(1) Connecting all polygons in 𝑃 to the road system 𝐸 ∪ 𝑅. 
(2) Minimizing the travel distance between any pair of polygons 𝑝! and 𝑝" over the road 
network 𝐸 ∪ 𝑅. 
(3) Minimizing the overall construction cost for the road plan ∑!∈$𝐶!

Experimented slum data


